Introduction
============

Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC)[^5^](#FN5){ref-type="fn"} remains a significant unsolved global health problem. The 5-year survival rate remains below 5% ([@B1]), representing an almost entirely unmet clinical need for effective treatment options. Recent years have seen increased focus on the role of altered metabolism in numerous cancers ([@B2]), including PDAC ([@B3]), with the aim of identifying novel targets. A common hallmark of cancer is an aberrant metabolic profile characterized by a high glycolytic rate, despite the abundance of O~2~ (the "Warburg effect"). This phenomenon, which occurs in PDAC ([@B4], [@B5]), is thought to confer numerous tumor survival advantages, including resistance to hypoxia and the generation of glycolytic intermediates for macromolecule biosynthesis ([@B6]). Nevertheless, despite this metabolic reprogramming, a robust production of ATP remains key for fueling critical energy-dependent processes within tumor cells, particularly in the face of hypoxia ([@B7], [@B8]).

One such process is Ca^2+^ efflux via the ATP-dependent plasma membrane calcium (Ca^2+^)-ATPase (PMCA), which maintains a low resting cytosolic Ca^2+^ concentration (\[Ca^2+^\]*~i~*, ∼100 n[m]{.smallcaps}). The PMCA is the predominant Ca^2+^ efflux pathway in human PDAC cells ([@B9]), and its inhibition results in an irreversible increase in \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* ("\[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* overload") and cell death ([@B10]). The PMCA therefore has a crucial role in \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* homeostasis and cell survival. We have previously reported that the PMCA in PDAC utilizes glycolytically derived ATP and that glycolytic inhibition resulted in profound ATP depletion, PMCA inhibition, \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* overload, and cell death ([@B9]). We speculated that this may present a cancer-specific weakness; however, it is unknown whether the glycolytic dependence of the PMCA also occurs in healthy cells more reliant on mitochondrial metabolism.

To examine this, this study sought to reverse the highly glycolytic phenotype of PDAC cells and to determine the importance of the relative source of ATP (mitochondrial *versus* glycolytic metabolism) for fueling the PMCA. Evidence indicates that glucose deprivation from culture medium, while supplementing with substrates that promote mitochondrial metabolism, represents an *in vitro* model of aerobically poised noncancerous cells *in vivo* ([@B11]). Thus, in this study, glucose-deprived PDAC cells were supplemented with one of two substrates reported to promote mitochondrial metabolism as follows: the monosaccharide sugar galactose or the keto-analogue of leucine, α-ketoisocaproate (KIC).

Galactose is converted via the Leloir pathway to glucose 6-phosphate, thus bypassing hexokinase and entering glycolysis at a slower rate than glucose ([@B12]). Evidence suggests that cell culture in galactose results in an increased reliance on mitochondrial metabolism ([@B11], [@B13]). In contrast to galactose, KIC is metabolized within the mitochondria, enhancing the availability of α-ketoglutarate ([@B14], [@B15]), acetyl-CoA, and the ketone body acetoacetone ([@B16], [@B17]), which can then be utilized to fuel increased mitochondrial respiration ([@B18]). Ketone bodies are also thought to contribute to the anticancer effects of the ketogenic diet on PDAC by inducing metabolic reprogramming ([@B19]). We therefore hypothesized that KIC and galactose would be good substrates with which to shift the metabolic phenotype of cultured PDAC cells toward mitochondrial metabolism.

We report that a relative shift from glycolytic to mitochondrial metabolism can be achieved in human PDAC cells (MIA PaCa-2 and PANC-1) by culturing in glucose-deprived conditions supplemented with either KIC (2 m[m]{.smallcaps}) or galactose (10 m[m]{.smallcaps}). This corresponded to a reversal in sensitivity to ATP depletion by inhibitors of either glycolytic or mitochondrial metabolism. Moreover, the previously reported effects of the glycolytic inhibitor iodoacetate (IAA) on \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* overload and PMCA activity in highly glycolytic MIA PaCa-2 cells ([@B9]) were profoundly attenuated or absent following their culture in KIC and galactose. These results indicate that the PMCA in PDAC relies on glycolytically derived ATP when glycolytic flux is high, which may represent a cancer-specific vulnerability in PDAC cells exhibiting the Warburg phenotype. Therefore, targeting this glycolytic ATP supply to the PMCA may represent a novel therapeutic strategy for the treatment of PDAC.

Experimental Procedures
=======================

### 

#### Cell Culture

PANC-1 and MIA PaCa-2 cells (ATCC) were cultured in a humidified atmosphere of air/CO~2~ (95:5%) at 37 °C, in either glucose-containing DMEM (D6429, Sigma) or glucose-free DMEM (11966-025, Life Technologies, Inc.) supplemented with 10 m[m]{.smallcaps} [d]{.smallcaps}-(+)-galactose (galactose, Sigma) or KIC (Sigma). All media were supplemented with 10% FBS, 100 units/ml penicillin, 100 g/ml streptomycin.

#### Cell Proliferation Assay

MIA PaCa-2 cells (5000 cells per well, eight replicates) were fixed at 2, 24, 48, 72, and 96 h post-seeding using 10% trichloroacetic acid (4 °C for 1 h), rinsed with H~2~O, dried, and stained using sulforhodamine B. Excess dye was removed using 1% acetic acid, and the remaining dye was solubilized using a standard volume of 10 m[m]{.smallcaps} Tris. Protein content was measured as absorbance at 565 nm (absorbance units, AU). To assess proliferation rate, absorbance between 72 and 96 h (AU/h) was compared using a one-way ANOVA with post hoc Bonferroni\'s test.

#### Luciferase-based ATP Assays

ATP content of MIA PaCa-2 and PANC-1 cells (seeded overnight at 1 × 10^5^ cells/ml) was determined after metabolic inhibitor treatment using a ViaLight Plus kit (Lonza) and a Synergy HT reader (BioTek). Experiments were run in duplicate. Background luminescence values from a positive control (ATP depletion mixture: 10 μ[m]{.smallcaps} OM, 4 μ[m]{.smallcaps} carbonyl cyanide *m*-chlorophenyl hydrazine, 2 m[m]{.smallcaps} IAA, and 500 m[m]{.smallcaps} BrPy) were subtracted from all values before normalizing to untreated control (%). Comparisons between groups were performed using a Kruskal-Wallis test with a post hoc Dunn\'s test.

#### Extracellular Flux Measurements

XF mito stress or XF glycolysis stress tests were performed using an XFe96 Analyzer (Seahorse Bioscience) according to the manufacturer\'s instructions with optimized drug and substrate concentrations. Glucose-, galactose-, and KIC-cultured MIA PaCa-2 cells were seeded at 2.5 × 10^4^ cells per well. For the XF mito stress test, XF base assay medium was supplemented with either 10 m[m]{.smallcaps} glucose and 1 m[m]{.smallcaps} sodium pyruvate, 2 m[m]{.smallcaps} KIC, or 10 m[m]{.smallcaps} galactose as appropriate. Three sequential measurements were recorded at set intervals prior to drug addition (basal) and following each sequential drug addition. Each third measurement was used to calculate the metabolic parameters reported ([Figs. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}*B* and [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}*B*). Data were normalized using a sulforhodamine B-based protein assay. Replicates from a single experiment (XF mito stress test, 6--8 replicates; XF glycolysis stress test, 14--16 replicates) were averaged to give the presented experimental mean ± S.E. Statistical comparisons were performed using a one-way ANOVA with a post hoc Bonferroni test.

#### Fura-2 Fluorescence and GO-ATeam FRET Imaging

To measure \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~*, cells were loaded with fura-2 AM (4 μ[m]{.smallcaps}) prior to mounting on an imaging system comprised of a Nikon Diaphot, a ×40 oil immersion objective (numerical aperture 1.3), and an Orca CCD camera (Hamamatsu), as described previously ([@B9]). Excitation light (340 and 380 nm, 50-ms exposure) was separated from emitted light using a 400-nm dichroic with a 505LP filter.

To assess ATP depletion, MIA PaCa-2 cells stably expressing GO-ATeam ([@B20]) were generated by transfecting with GeneCellin (BioCellChallenge) followed by selection with G418 (500 μ[m]{.smallcaps}, Sigma). Cells were mounted onto a Nikon TE2000 microscope fitted with a ×40 oil immersion objective (numerical aperture 1.3) and a CoolSNAP HQ interline progressive-scan CCD camera (Roper Scientific Photometrics). Excitation light (470 nm, 500 ms exposure) was separated from emitted light using a 505-nm dichroic mirror with a dual band emission filter (59004m ET FITC/TRITC Dual Emitter). Emitted light was simultaneously collected at 510 nm and above 560 nm using an OptoSplit Image Splitter and a JC1 565 nm dichroic mirror (Cairn Research).

All cells were perfused at room temperature with HEPES-buffered physiological saline solution (HEPES-PSS: 138 m[m]{.smallcaps} NaCl, 4.7 m[m]{.smallcaps} KCl, 1.28 m[m]{.smallcaps} CaCl~2~, 0.56 m[m]{.smallcaps} MgCl~2~, 5.5 m[m]{.smallcaps} glucose, 10 m[m]{.smallcaps} HEPES, pH 7.4); 5.5 m[m]{.smallcaps} glucose was replaced with 2 m[m]{.smallcaps} KIC and 10 m[m]{.smallcaps} galactose for KIC- and galactose-cultured cells, respectively. Background-subtracted images were acquired every 5 s for each emission (GO-ATeam) or excitation (fura-2) wavelength. Both microscope setups employed a monochromator illumination system (Cairn Research) controlled by MetaFluor image acquisition software (Molecular Devices) and gravity-operated perfusion systems (Harvard Apparatus). All cells in an experiment were averaged to give the presented experimental means ± S.E. (*n* = 3--13).

#### Fluorescence Imaging Data Acquisition, Analysis, and Experimental Design

Relative % ATP (GO-ATeam) during a 20-min drug treatment was determined by first subtracting from all FRET ratio values the plateau reached following treatment with a combination of metabolic inhibitors (representing maximal ATP depletion). These values were then normalized to pretreatment baseline (% ATP) and assessed using a two-way ANOVA with post hoc Bonferroni test.

Resting \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* was estimated by plotting calibrated fura-2 ratios from MIA PaCa-2 cells (three experiments, 97 cells) against log\[Ca^2+^\]*~i~*, and the resulting curve (representative of an average cell) was extrapolated to calculate \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* in all cells assayed with identical imaging settings. Changes in resting \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* were measured as the baseline-corrected area under the curve (AUC) and maximum change in \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* (max-Δ\[Ca^2+^\]*~i~*) during 20 min of treatment and assessed using a one-way ANOVA with post hoc Bonferroni\'s test. Cell viability (% responding to 100 μ[m]{.smallcaps} ATP with \>100 n[m]{.smallcaps} increase in \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~*) was assessed using a Kruskal-Wallis test with a post hoc Dunn\'s test.

\[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* clearance was measured using an *in situ* \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* clearance assay as described previously ([@B9]). Cells were treated with cyclopiazonic acid (30 μ[m]{.smallcaps}) in Ca^2+^-free HEPES-PSS with 1 m[m]{.smallcaps} EGTA, followed by induction of a high \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* (using 20 m[m]{.smallcaps} Ca^2+^ HEPES-PSS) and its maintenance for 5 min by applying La^3+^ (1 m[m]{.smallcaps}) in nominal Ca^2+^-free HEPES-PSS. Cells were then perfused with Ca^2+^-free HEPES-PSS with 1 m[m]{.smallcaps} EGTA to allow \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* clearance. This was repeated in the presence of metabolic inhibitors. To quantify \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* clearance rate and relative recovery, linear rate (60 s) and recovery of \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* during the second clearance phase were normalized (%) to that of the first, beginning at the same fura-2 ratio value. Differences between groups were statistically assessed using a Mann-Whitney *U* test.

Results
=======

### 

#### Effect of Metabolic Inhibitors on ATP in Galactose- and KIC-cultured PDAC Cells

To shift the metabolism of PDAC cells (MIA PaCa-2 and PANC-1) from glycolytic to mitochondrial metabolism, cells were cultured in nominal glucose-free conditions supplemented with either galactose (10 m[m]{.smallcaps}) or KIC (2 m[m]{.smallcaps}) for a minimum of three passages and 21 days. Although derived from an identical genetic background, we hypothesized that these cells would resemble a noncancerous metabolic phenotype. Thus, the relative importance of glycolytic ATP for regulation of the PMCA in PDAC could be further corroborated, whereas the original glucose-cultured cells were used as a control in parallel experiments. Glucose-cultured cells were routinely cultured in 25 m[m]{.smallcaps} glucose (as recommended by the ATCC for optimal growth and to maintain their highly glycolytic phenotype); however, a more physiological glucose concentration (5.5 m[m]{.smallcaps}) was selected during our medium-free imaging experiments to better reflect those conditions present *in vivo*.

We first sought to characterize the effects of culturing in KIC, galactose, or glucose on proliferation and metabolism, before subsequently testing the effects of metabolic inhibitors on cytosolic ATP, resting \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~*, and PMCA activity. Because a common characteristic of highly glycolytic cells is a rapid proliferation, we assessed the proliferation rate of glucose-, galactose-, or KIC-cultured MIA PaCa-2 cells using a sulforhodamine B-based assay. Cell mass was determined at 24-h time intervals ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}*A*(*i*)), and average growth rates were determined between 72 and 96 h (*n* = 8, [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}*A*(*ii*)). Compared with glucose-cultured cells, the cell proliferation rate between 72 and 96 h was significantly slower in both galactose- and KIC-cultured cells, providing the first indication that these conditions had altered metabolism.

![**Culture in KIC or galactose slows growth rate in PDAC cells and switches their sensitivity to metabolic inhibitor-induced ATP depletion.** PANC-1 and MIA PaCa-2 cells were cultured in medium containing glucose (25 m[m]{.smallcaps}) or nominal glucose-free DMEM containing either galactose (10 m[m]{.smallcaps}) or KIC (2 m[m]{.smallcaps}) for a minimum of three passages and 21 days. A sulforhodamine B-based assay for protein content (*AU*, absorbance units) was used to measure proliferation of MIA PaCa-2 cells under these conditions (*A*(*i*), *n* = 8), and their growth rates between 72 and 96 h post-seeding were compared using a one-way ANOVA with post hoc Bonferroni\'s test (*A*(*ii*)). ATP content of these PANC-1 (*B*(*i*)) and MIA PaCa-2 (*B*(*ii*)) cells in response to 15 min of treatment with mitochondrial (OM, 10 μ[m]{.smallcaps}; AM, 0.5 μ[m]{.smallcaps}) or glycolytic inhibitors (IAA, 2 m[m]{.smallcaps}; BrPy, 500 μ[m]{.smallcaps}) was assessed using a luciferase-based assay. Luminescence counts were normalized to untreated control cells (% of control ATP), and statistical comparisons between groups performed using a Kruskal-Wallis test with post hoc Dunn\'s test, \*\*, *p* \< 0.01; \*\*\*, *p* \< 0.001; \*\*\*\*, *p* \< 0.0001, *n* = 4--16.](zbc0451527760001){#F1}

We have previously shown that inhibition of glycolysis, but not mitochondrial metabolism, induces ATP depletion in glucose-cultured PDAC cells ([@B9]). To test whether culture in galactose or KIC altered the relative source of ATP production, PANC-1 and MIA PaCa-2 cells from each culture condition were treated with inhibitors of either glycolytic or mitochondrial metabolism for 15 min, and ATP depletion was assessed using a luciferase-based assay. A positive control was performed using a combination of metabolic inhibitors to induce maximal ATP depletion (10 μ[m]{.smallcaps} OM, 4 μ[m]{.smallcaps} carbonyl cyanide *m*-chlorophenyl hydrazine, 2 m[m]{.smallcaps} IAA, and 500 m[m]{.smallcaps} BrPy), with the resulting values subtracted from all other values before normalization to untreated control cells (%).

Treatment with the mitochondrial inhibitors oligomycin (OM, 10 μ[m]{.smallcaps}) and antimycin A (AM, 0.5 μ[m]{.smallcaps}) caused a significantly greater ATP depletion in both KIC- and galactose-cultured PANC-1 ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}*B*(*i*)) and MIA PaCa-2 cells ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}*B*(*ii*)) than in corresponding glucose-cultured cells. In contrast, the glycolytic inhibitors IAA (2 m[m]{.smallcaps}) and 3-bromopyruvate (BrPy, 500 μ[m]{.smallcaps}) were less effective at depleting ATP in cells cultured in galactose or KIC. This reversal in sensitivity to mitochondrial *versus* glycolytic inhibitors suggests that a significantly higher relative proportion of ATP is derived from the mitochondria in the KIC- and galactose-cultured PDAC cells.

#### Real time Imaging of Cytosolic ATP Using a FRET-based Reporter (GO-ATeam)

To investigate the temporal effects of metabolic inhibitors on ATP depletion in KIC- and galactose-cultured cells, MIA PaCa-2 cells stably expressing the recombinant FRET-based ATP reporter GO-ATeam ([@B20]) were cultured under the conditions described above. ATP was then measured by FRET microscopy during 20 min of metabolic inhibitor treatment. This was followed by a combination treatment (IAA, 2 m[m]{.smallcaps}; OM, 10 μ[m]{.smallcaps}; AM, 0.5 μ[m]{.smallcaps}; 2-deoxyglucose, 10 m[m]{.smallcaps}) to induce maximum ATP depletion. The resulting plateau was subtracted from all FRET ratio values, and those at 0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 min were then normalized to the pretreatment baseline (% ATP).

In control experiments, no difference in ATP was observed over the first 15 min between MIA PaCa-2 cells cultured in galactose or KIC and those cultured in glucose ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}*A*). However, at 20 min ATP was slightly lower in KIC-cultured cells compared with glucose-cultured cells. Nevertheless, culture in galactose- or KIC-sensitized cells to ATP depletion by OM (10 μ[m]{.smallcaps}, [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}*B*) and AM (0.5 μ[m]{.smallcaps}, [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}*C*) was compared with glucose-cultured cells. However, in contrast to the potentiated effects of these mitochondrial inhibitors, the IAA-induced ATP depletion observed in glucose-cultured cells was markedly attenuated in KIC- and galactose-cultured cells ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}*D*). Together with the data obtained from the luciferase-based assays, this reversal in sensitivity to ATP depletion by glycolytic and mitochondrial inhibitors suggests that a shift from glycolytic to mitochondrial metabolism can be achieved using glucose-deprived medium containing either galactose or KIC.

![**GO-ATeam FRET imaging reveals the temporal effects of glycolytic and mitochondrial inhibitors on ATP in glucose, galactose-, and KIC-cultured cells.** MIA PaCa-2 cells were cultured in standard Dulbecco\'s modified Eagle\'s medium (*DMEM*) containing glucose (25 m[m]{.smallcaps}, *closed circles*) or nominal glucose-free DMEM containing either galactose (10 m[m]{.smallcaps}, *open squares*) or α-ketoisocaproate (2 m[m]{.smallcaps}, *open triangles*) for a minimum of three passages and 21 days. Cytosolic ATP was then measured using GO-ATeam FRET imaging in response to a 20-min treatment with vehicle alone (time-matched control, *TMC*, *A*), OM (10 μ[m]{.smallcaps}, *B*), AM (0.5 μ[m]{.smallcaps}, *C*) or IAA (2 m[m]{.smallcaps}, *D*). Maximal ATP depletion was induced using a combination of OM, AM, and IAA at equivalent concentrations and 2-deoxyglucose (10 m[m]{.smallcaps}). The resulting plateau was subtracted from all FRET ratio values, which were then normalized (%) to the pretreatment baseline (ΔR~max~). Data presented are mean ± S.E. Statistical comparisons were made using a two-way ANOVA with post hoc Bonferroni test at 0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 min treatment. **\*** and † denote significance for galactose- and KIC-cultured cells, respectively, compared with glucose-cultured cells. \*, *p* \< 0.05; \*\*, *p* \< 0.01; \*\*\*, *p* \< 0.001; \*\*\*\*, *p* \< 0.0001, *n* = 3--13 separate experiments.](zbc0451527760002){#F2}

#### Mitochondrial and Glycolytic Metabolism Are Altered in Galactose- or KIC-cultured Cells

Because culture in KIC and galactose resulted in a switch in sensitivity to metabolic inhibitors with respect to ATP depletion, we assessed the metabolic profile of MIA PaCa-2 cells cultured in these conditions using a Seahorse Bioscience XFe96 analyzer. The XFe96 simultaneously measures both O~2~ consumption rate (OCR) and extracellular acidification rate (ECAR) of cells, providing a temporal measure of mitochondrial and glycolytic function in response to test reagents.

The mitochondrial function of MIA PaCa-2 cells was first assessed using an XF mito stress test ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, *A*(*i* and *ii*) and *B*). Surprisingly, both galactose- and KIC-cultured cells exhibited a significantly lower basal respiration OCR, ATP production-linked OCR, and spare respiratory capacity compared with glucose-cultured cells ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, *A*(*i*) and *C*), indicating that despite their highly glycolytic phenotype, MIA PaCa-2 cells retain functional mitochondria. Nevertheless, despite an apparent decrease in mitochondrial function, basal ECAR in galactose- and KIC-cultured cells was significantly attenuated compared with glucose-cultured cells ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}*D*). An ECAR *versus* OCR plot ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}*E*) revealed that the basal metabolic phenotype of MIA PaCa-2 cells following culture in galactose or KIC had indeed shifted from a highly glycolytic phenotype to one exhibiting slowed glycolysis, despite a diminished OCR. KIC-cultured cells maintained a relatively high basal OCR despite exhibiting a dramatically decreased ECAR, whereas galactose-cultured cells exhibited a significantly lowered overall metabolism (OCR and ECAR).

![**MIA PaCa-2 cells cultured in galactose or KIC exhibit alterations in mitochondrial and glycolytic metabolism compared with glucose-cultured cells.** After culturing MIA PaCa-2 cells in media containing glucose (25 m[m]{.smallcaps}), galactose (10 m[m]{.smallcaps}), or KIC (2 m[m]{.smallcaps}) for 21 days and three passages, mitochondrial function was assessed using a Seahorse XFe96 Analyzer and an XF mito stress test. Sequential addition of OM (1 μ[m]{.smallcaps}), carbonyl cyanide *p*-trifluoromethoxyphenylhydrazone (*FCCP*) (0.5 μ[m]{.smallcaps}), and a combination of rotenone and antimycin A (*Rot/AM*, both 1 μ[m]{.smallcaps}) revealed the components of mitochondrial metabolism. OCR (*A(i*)) and ECAR (*A(ii*)) were measured in glucose-cultured (*open circles*), galactose-cultured (*open squares*), and KIC-cultured (*open triangles*) cells, and all measurements were normalized using a sulforhodamine B assay for protein content (AU, absorbance units). *B*, XF mito stress test and measurement of mitochondrial parameters, calculated using every third measurement. Mitochondrial parameter values (*C*) and basal ECAR values (*D*) in glucose (*n* = 15) galactose (*n* = 16) and KIC (*n* = 14) cultured cells are presented (mean ± S.E.). Statistical comparisons were performed using a one-way ANOVA with post hoc Bonferroni\'s test for multiple comparisons, \*\*\*\*, *p* \< 0.0001. A basal OCR *versus* basal ECAR plot (*E*) for glucose- (*n* = 45), galactose- (*n* = 48) and KIC-cultured cells (*n* = 42) indicated the shift in basal metabolism for KIC- and galactose-cultured cells.](zbc0451527760003){#F3}

Interestingly, blockade of mitochondrial ATP synthesis with OM (1 μ[m]{.smallcaps}) in glucose-cultured cells resulted in a corresponding increase in ECAR, presumably to maintain ATP ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}*A*(*ii*)). Crucially, this was absent from galactose- or KIC-cultured cells; these cells could not compensate for the inhibition of mitochondrial ATP production, indicating that they had become more reliant on mitochondrial metabolism. However, we did not know whether this absent compensatory increase in ECAR could be solely attributed to glucose deprivation or whether a functional change in glycolytic capacity contributed.

We therefore performed an XF glycolysis stress test ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, *A*(*i* and *ii*) and *B*) to assess the ability of galactose- or KIC-cultured MIA PaCa-2 cells to utilize glucose as a glycolytic substrate. After 2 h of deprivation of glucose, galactose, or KIC, readdition of glucose (10 m[m]{.smallcaps}) induced a sharp increase in ECAR in all three conditions, representing basal glycolysis ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}*A*(*ii*)). No significant difference in basal glycolysis was observed between glucose-cultured cells and either galactose- or KIC-cultured cells ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}*C*). However, although the maximum glycolytic capacity (revealed with 1 μ[m]{.smallcaps} OM) was significantly reduced in galactose-cultured cells compared with glucose-cultured cells, KIC-cultured cells exhibited a significant increase in maximum glycolytic capacity. This was reflected in the glycolytic reserve capacity, which was significantly increased in KIC-cultured cells and decreased in galactose-cultured cells compared with glucose-cultured cells. Thus, despite exhibiting a decreased ECAR in the XF mito stress test, galactose- and KIC-cultured cells largely retained their ability to utilize glycolysis upon glucose exposure, although their maximal glycolytic capacity was affected. Nevertheless, the absence of a reserve glycolytic capacity in the galactose cells suggests that these cells cannot utilize glycolysis as efficiently as glucose-cultured cells. Importantly, when taken together with the previous ATP assays, these results indicate that a switch from a highly glycolytic phenotype to one more reliant on mitochondrial metabolism can be achieved by culturing PDAC cells under these conditions.

![**MIA PaCa-2 cells cultured in galactose or KIC exhibit functional glycolysis upon readdition of glucose.** After culturing MIA PaCa-2 cells in either glucose (25 m[m]{.smallcaps}), galactose (10 m[m]{.smallcaps} Gal), or KIC (2 m[m]{.smallcaps}) for 21 days and three passages, glycolytic function was assessed using an XFe96 analyzer and an XF glycolysis stress test. Sequential addition of glucose (10 m[m]{.smallcaps}), OM (1 μ[m]{.smallcaps}), and 2-deoxyglucose (*2-DG*, 100 m[m]{.smallcaps}) revealed the components of glycolytic metabolism. OCR (*A(i*)) and ECAR (*A(ii*)) were measured in glucose- (*open circles*), galactose- (*open squares*), and KIC-cultured (*open triangles*) cells, and all measurements were normalized to protein content using a sulforhodamine B assay for protein content (AU). *B*, XF glycolysis stress test and measurement of glycolytic parameters, calculated using every third measurement. Glycolytic parameter values (*C*) in glucose-cultured (*n* = 7) galactose-cultured (*n* = 8), and KIC-cultured cells (*n* = 6) are presented (mean ± S.E.). Statistical comparisons were performed using a one-way ANOVA with post hoc Bonferroni\'s test. \*, *p* \< 0.05; \*\*\*\*, *p* \< 0.0001.](zbc0451527760004){#F4}

#### Culture of MIA PaCa-2 Cells in Galactose or KIC Attenuates the Effects of IAA on Resting \[Ca^2+^\]~i~

We have previously shown that glucose-cultured PDAC cells exhibit an irreversible \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* overload in response to glycolytic inhibitors, although mitochondrial inhibitors had no effect ([@B9]), and speculated that this was due to ATP depletion. Because culture in galactose or KIC resulted in a relative shift in metabolism in PDAC cells and a reversal in sensitivity to ATP depletion by metabolic inhibitors, we hypothesized that a corresponding reversal would be observed with regard to \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* overload. We therefore assessed the effects of glycolytic *versus* mitochondrial inhibitors on resting \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* in these cells over 20 min by measuring area under the curve (AUC) and maximum increase in \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* (max-Δ\[Ca^2+^\]*~i~*) using fura-2 fluorescence imaging.

Following OM or AM treatment, no differences in AUC ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}*D*) or max-Δ\[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}*E*) were observed between either galactose-cultured ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*(*i* and *ii*)) or KIC-cultured MIA PaCa-2 cells ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}*C*(*i* and *ii*)) and glucose-cultured control ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}*A*(*i* and *ii*)). Nevertheless, responsiveness to 100 μ[m]{.smallcaps} ATP (Δ\[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* \>100 n[m]{.smallcaps}), a test for cell viability, was lower in KIC-cultured cells ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}*F*) than glucose-cultured cells following treatment with AM, indicating that these cells had been sensitized to AM. In contrast, galactose- and KIC-cultured MIA PaCa-2 cells treated with IAA ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, *B*(*iii*) and *C*(*iii*)) exhibited dramatically reduced AUC and max-Δ\[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* responses compared with glucose-cultured cells ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}*A*(*iii*)). Similarly, the effects of BrPy on AUC and max-Δ\[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* were significantly reduced in KIC-cultured cells ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}*C*(*iv*)) compared with glucose-cultured cells ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}*A*(*iv*)) but not in galactose-cultured cells ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*(*iv*)). Thus, despite mitochondrial inhibitors having no effect on resting \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~*, a clear reversal was observed in the sensitivity of KIC- and galactose-cultured cells to glycolytic inhibitor-induced \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* overload. The dramatically reduced \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* overload responses following IAA and BrPy treatment support the hypothesis that ATP derived from glycolysis is crucial for maintenance of a low resting \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* in highly glycolytic MIA PaCa-2 cells.

![**Culture of MIA PaCa-2 cells in galactose or KIC attenuates the effects of IAA on resting \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~*.** MIA PaCa-2 cells were cultured in glucose-containing (25 m[m]{.smallcaps}) or nominal glucose-free media supplemented with either galactose (10 m[m]{.smallcaps}) or KIC (2 m[m]{.smallcaps}) for a minimum of three passages and 21 days. Resting \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* was then measured in response to 20 min of treatment with metabolic inhibitors using fura-2 fluorescence imaging. Treatment was followed by a 15-min washout and application of 100 μ[m]{.smallcaps} ATP to test for cell viability. Representative traces from glucose-cultured (*A*), galactose-cultured (*B*), and KIC-cultured (*C*) cells show the effects of OM (10 μ[m]{.smallcaps} (*i*)), AM (0.5 μ[m]{.smallcaps} (*ii*)), IAA (2 m[m]{.smallcaps} (*iii*)), and BrPy (500 μ[m]{.smallcaps} (*iv*)) on resting \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~*. Changes in resting \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* were quantified as AUC (*D*) during drug treatment and the maximum change in \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* during this period (Max-Δ\[Ca^2+^\]*~i~*, *E*). Cell viability was assessed by measuring the % cells responding to ATP (Δ\[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* \>100 n[m]{.smallcaps}, *F*). Data presented are mean ± S.E., *n* = 4--12 separate experiments. Statistical comparisons were made to glucose-cultured cells. *D* and *E*, one-way ANOVA with post hoc Bonferroni\'s test; *F*, Kruskal-Wallis test with post hoc Dunn\'s test, \*\*, *p* \< 0.01; \*\*\*, *p* \< 0.001; \*\*\*\*, *p* \< 0.0001.](zbc0451527760005){#F5}

#### IAA-induced Inhibition of the PMCA Is Abolished in Galactose- and KIC-cultured PDAC Cells

Our previous study demonstrated that inhibitors of glycolysis inhibit Ca^2+^ efflux via the PMCA in PDAC cells, providing a mechanism by which they induce \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* overload ([@B9]). We therefore next aimed to determine whether KIC- or galactose-cultured MIA PaCa-2 cells were less sensitive to glycolytic inhibitor-induced inhibition of the PMCA. To test this, we selected IAA (2 m[m]{.smallcaps}), because its effects on ATP and resting \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* were profoundly attenuated in both KIC- and galactose-cultured MIA PaCa-2 cells, and we employed an *in situ* \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* clearance assay to isolate and measure PMCA activity ([@B9]). Briefly, this involves depletion of the endoplasmic reticulum Ca^2+^ store using cyclopiazonic acid (30 μ[m]{.smallcaps}), followed by induction of a high \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* plateau (using 20 m[m]{.smallcaps} Ca^2+^ to induce store-operated Ca^2+^ entry) and its maintenance for 5 min by applying La^3+^ (1 m[m]{.smallcaps}), and subsequently allowing Ca^2+^ efflux via the PMCA by applying EGTA (1 m[m]{.smallcaps}) in the absence of extracellular Ca^2+^. This is repeated in the presence of test reagents, representing a paired experimental design that controls for cell-to-cell variability. Linear clearance rate (60 s) and relative recovery during the second clearance phase are then normalized to that of the first (%, measured from the same starting fura-2 ratio).

In control galactose-cultured cells ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}*B*(*i*)), \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* clearance rate ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}*D*) was significantly reduced during the second clearance phase compared with glucose-cultured cells ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}*A*(*i*)), whereas relative recovery was unaffected ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}*E*). However, no change was observed in \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* clearance rate or relative recovery between untreated KIC-cultured ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}*C*(*i*)) and glucose-cultured cells. Consistent with previous results ([@B9]), IAA profoundly inhibited \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* clearance and relative recovery in glucose-cultured cells ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}*A*(*ii*)), compared with untreated controls ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}*A*(*i*)). However, IAA had no effect on \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* clearance rate or relative recovery in galactose-cultured ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}*B*(*ii*)) or KIC-cultured cells ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}*C*(*ii*)) compared with untreated galactose- or KIC-cultured cells ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, *B*(*i*) and *C*(*i*)), indicating that glycolytic inhibition with IAA does not affect PMCA activity in these cells. Moreover, relative \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* clearance rate and relative recovery were actually significantly higher in IAA-treated galactose- and KIC-cultured cells than in IAA-treated glucose-cultured cells ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, *D* and *E*).

![**IAA-induced inhibition of the PMCA is attenuated in galactose- and KIC-cultured PDAC cells.** MIA PaCa-2 cells were cultured in glucose-containing (25 m[m]{.smallcaps}) or nominal glucose-free media supplemented with either galactose (10 m[m]{.smallcaps}) or KIC (2 m[m]{.smallcaps}) for a minimum of three passages and 21 days, and PMCA activity was assessed following glycolytic inhibition with IAA (2 m[m]{.smallcaps}). Representative traces show the *in situ* \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* clearance assay (PMCA activity) in control (glucose, *A(i*); galactose, *B(i*); and KIC, *C(i*)) and IAA-treated (glucose, *A(ii*); galactose, *B(ii*); and KIC, *C(ii*)) fura-2 loaded MIA PaCa-2 cells. Cyclopiazonic acid (30 μ[m]{.smallcaps}) was applied in the absence of external Ca^2+^ with 1 m[m]{.smallcaps} EGTA (*white box*) or 20 m[m]{.smallcaps} Ca^2+^ (*gray box*) to induce store-operated Ca^2+^ influx. 1 m[m]{.smallcaps} La^3+^ was applied at the peak of Ca^2+^ influx (*striped box*, 5 min) and subsequently removed with 1 m[m]{.smallcaps} EGTA to allow \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* clearance. This was repeated in the presence or absence of IAA. *Inset,* expanded time courses are shown comparing the second clearance phase (*gray trace*) with the first (*black trace*). Linear clearance rate (60 s) and relative recovery during the second clearance phase were normalized to that of the first (%), and both were calculated from the same fura-2 ratio value. *D*, mean normalized linear rate (± S.E.). *E*, mean recovery (± S.E.), *n* = 4--9 separate experiments. Statistical comparisons were performed using a Mann-Whitney *U* test, \*, *p* \< 0.05; \*\*, *p* \< 0.01; \*\*\*, *p* \< 0.001; \*\*\*\*, *p* \< 0.0001; *NS*, not significant.](zbc0451527760006){#F6}

These data indicate that galactose and KIC-cultured MIA PaCa-2 cells were effectively resistant to the PMCA inhibition by IAA. In light of the previous results, this is likely due to ATP levels being preserved in the face of glycolytic inhibition due to a shift toward mitochondrial metabolism and a decreased reliance on glycolysis.

Discussion
==========

We have previously demonstrated that glycolytic inhibition in PDAC cell lines (PANC-1 and MIA PaCa-2) results in ATP depletion and an inability to maintain a low resting \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* that is most likely due to inhibition of the PMCA ([@B9]). To further interrogate the glycolytic ATP dependence of the PMCA, this study aimed to shift highly glycolytic PDAC cells toward mitochondrial metabolism by culturing in glucose-deprived conditions supplemented with either galactose (10 m[m]{.smallcaps}) or KIC (2 m[m]{.smallcaps}). Under these conditions, proliferation rate and ECAR were both markedly decreased, indicating a relative reversal of the Warburg phenotype. Moreover, the sensitivity of these cells to metabolic inhibitors was reversed; ATP depletion following glycolytic inhibition (IAA or BrPy) was markedly reduced, whereas the effects of mitochondrial inhibitors (OM and AM) were potentiated. Importantly, these cells became resistant to IAA-induced \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* overload and PMCA inhibition. This is in direct contrast to highly glycolytic glucose-cultured cells, which were exquisitely sensitive to an acute challenge by IAA. This apparent reversal in sensitivity to glycolytic inhibition suggests that a glycolytic ATP supply to the PMCA is not important in mitochondrially poised cells with a relatively slow glycolytic flux. Moreover, these findings corroborate the hypothesis that glycolytic ATP is critical for PMCA function in PDAC cells exhibiting a high glycolytic rate.

The luciferase and GO-ATeam-based assays revealed that culturing in galactose or KIC reversed the relative sensitivity of PDAC cells to ATP depletion by mitochondrial and glycolytic inhibitors. As shown previously ([@B9]), the glycolytic inhibitors BrPy and IAA both caused dramatic ATP depletion in glucose-cultured PDAC cells. However, this was markedly attenuated in cells cultured in galactose or KIC while the effects of mitochondrial inhibitors were potentiated, indicating a shift toward a greater reliance on mitochondrial metabolism. Similarly, previous studies indicate that cancer cells cultured in galactose medium exhibit increased expression of mitochondrial respiratory chain proteins ([@B13]) and an increased reliance on mitochondrial ATP production ([@B11], [@B21]). In this study, this shift in metabolism likely occurs due to a relative decrease in glycolytic flux rather than its complete cessation, because glycolysis is slowed but functional in the presence of galactose ([@B12]) and a small amount (∼0.5 m[m]{.smallcaps}) of glucose is present in the culture media due to serum supplementation. Nevertheless, the results indicate that PDAC cells exhibit a degree of metabolic adaptability to substrate availability and retain functional mitochondria for ATP production should certain conditions prevail. This is supported by the extracellular flux (XF) assays in this study. Although Warburg initially suggested up-regulated glycolysis in cancer cells stemmed from mitochondrial defects ([@B22]), it is now appreciated that mitochondria in cancer cells are indeed functional ([@B23]).

In addition to revealing their mitochondrial capacity, the XF assays confirmed the high glycolytic rate of MIA PaCa-2 cells when cultured in glucose. Importantly, however, basal ECAR was markedly decreased following their culture in galactose or KIC media, providing an explanation for the observed reversal in sensitivity to ATP depletion by metabolic inhibitors. Moreover, the slowed proliferation rate in these cells could also be attributed to the decreased ECAR, because attenuated glycolytic flux would likely lower the availability of glycolytic intermediates for use as substrates for cell proliferation. However, although relatively well maintained in KIC-cultured cells, OCR was significantly reduced in galactose-cultured cells, presumably due to the slower rate of galactose entry into glycolysis ([@B12]) decreasing overall metabolic rate. In contrast, OCR was maintained in KIC cells, suggesting that KIC is a better substrate for promoting mitochondrial metabolism following glucose deprivation. Importantly, although glucose-cultured cells could compensate for the OM blockade of mitochondrial ATP synthesis by increasing glycolytic flux, as evidenced by an increase in ECAR, this was not observed in galactose- and KIC-cultured cells. This indicates that the KIC- and galactose-cultured cells lack the compensatory glycolytic component that allows glucose-cultured cells to rapidly increase glycolysis and maintain ATP, and this supports the notion that they had become more reliant on mitochondrial ATP production.

Although it is now appreciated that mitochondria can contribute to ATP production in cancer cells, until recently the predominant hypothesis had been that glycolysis provides the bulk of ATP following metabolic transformation. It is now thought that a high glycolytic rate instead supports the production and diversion of glycolytic intermediates to anabolic pathways for cell proliferation ([@B6]). However, the large amount of lactate excreted presents a functional paradox, because these are carbons that could instead be incorporated into cell proliferation, and suggests the high glycolytic rate exhibited by cancer may have a bioenergetic component as well as a predominant biosynthetic component ([@B23]). This may be particularly pertinent when PDAC cells are faced with low O~2~ availability within a hypoxic tumor core ([@B7], [@B8]). Nevertheless, the degree to which glycolysis contributes to ATP in cancer remains a controversial topic, as the available evidence thus far has been equivocal. Although some studies indicate that cancer cells derive a majority of ATP from mitochondria ([@B7], [@B24][@B25][@B26]), others suggest that ATP is predominantly generated by glycolysis ([@B9], [@B21], [@B27][@B28][@B29]). However, it is likely that cancer cells exhibit a degree of metabolic adaptability to respond to changes in tumor hypoxia and substrate availability ([@B30], [@B31]). This is supported by this study, where PDAC cells could adapt to survive in glucose-deprived conditions, but in doing so they became sensitive to ATP depletion by mitochondrial inhibitors.

Despite their ability to adapt to long term glucose deprivation and changing substrate availability, glucose-cultured MIA PaCa-2 cells appear unable to rapidly adapt their metabolism following acute glycolytic inhibition to maintain \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* homeostasis. As in our previous study ([@B9]), IAA induced ATP depletion, PMCA inhibition, and \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* overload in glucose-cultured cells, which is well known to induce cell death ([@B10]). Crucially, however, the resistance of KIC- and galactose-cultured cells to ATP depletion by glycolytic inhibition conferred resistance to IAA-induced PMCA inhibition and \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* overload. These data provide the first evidence that the glycolytic dependence of the PMCA might be specific to cancer cells exhibiting a highly glycolytic phenotype. Moreover, the exquisite sensitivity of highly glycolytic MIA PaCa-2 cells to glycolytic inhibition coupled with the resistance of KIC- and galactose-cultured cells has important implications for the potential selective targeting of \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* homeostasis in PDAC. Based on these results, a treatment strategy targeting the glycolytic dependence of the PMCA in PDAC might be expected to leave adjacent healthy cells unaffected; in a similar fashion to KIC- and galactose-cultured cells, noncancerous cells would be expected to rely on mitochondrial metabolism rather than glycolysis for the bulk of ATP production.

An important caveat to targeting the glycolytic dependence of the PMCA in PDAC concerns the possibility of resistance, as some cancer cells in a heterogeneous tumor might be expected to exhibit decreased sensitivity to this therapeutic strategy due to differences in their metabolic phenotype. In particular, those cells on the periphery of a tumor might exhibit a higher reliance on mitochondrial metabolism over glycolysis due to their proximity to increased vasculature ([@B30], [@B31]); in these cells, a less glycolytic phenotype might be expected to confer resistance to the targeting of glycolytic metabolism. However, aggressive tumors are commonly driven by cells exhibiting up-regulated glycolytic metabolism, and this metabolic phenotype is associated with increased proliferation, invasion, and metastasis and a poorer prognosis ([@B32]). Thus, targeting the glycolytic dependence of the PMCA as part of a combination treatment strategy might be an effective means of eliminating the more aggressive (highly glycolytic) cells within a tumor cell population, thus leading to an improved treatment outcome.

Although a clear reversal was observed in the sensitivity of KIC- and galactose-cultured cells to \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* overload by IAA and BrPy, we were initially concerned by the lack of response of the KIC-cultured cells to ATP, a *bona fide* agonist capable of coupling to Ca^2+^ signaling, as this potentially indicated a loss of cell viability. However, upon closer inspection, KIC cells did appear to respond to ATP, but this response was so severely attenuated that it often did not meet the criteria selected for a successful response to ATP (an increase in \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* of 100 n[m]{.smallcaps} or greater above baseline) and could not be recorded with confidence. That KIC-cultured cells from the same flasks responded as expected during our *in situ* \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* clearance assay and XF assays indicates that these cells were indeed viable. It is instead likely that one or more components of the ATP-induced Ca^2+^-signaling machinery was inhibited following culture in KIC; however, the exact reason for this remains unknown.

Despite the findings that KIC- and galactose-cultured cells are less sensitive to treatment with IAA, not all metabolic inhibitors produced such a clear-cut reversal of responses as observed with IAA. A similar reversal in ATP depletion was observed with BrPy, and yet the BrPy-induced \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* overload response remained in galactose-cultured cells. However, BrPy has been reported to dissociate hexokinase from voltage-dependent anion channel ([@B33]) and depolarize the mitochondrial membrane potential (ΔΨm ([@B34])), and PMCA inhibition and \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* overload have been shown to follow loss of ΔΨm without accompanying ATP depletion ([@B35]). BrPy has also been reported to increase oxidative stress ([@B36]), which is known to inhibit PMCA activity ([@B35]). The effects of BrPy on \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* overload are therefore less clear, resulting in our decision to only proceed with IAA to the \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* clearance assays. In contrast, the lack of effect of OM or AM on resting \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* came as a surprise, given the ATP depletion observed in galactose- and KIC-cultured cells. It is important to note, however, that the absolute starting ATP concentration within these cells was not known, and a higher resting ATP concentration could explain the inability of OM or AM to induce \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* overload, because the relative ATP depletion observed may not have reached the critical ATP threshold required to inhibit the PMCA. Studies aiming to determine the absolute ATP content of cells cultured in glucose-deprived conditions have yielded conflicting results; evidence indicates that cellular ATP can increase following culture in the absence of glucose ([@B37]), with cells exhibiting a significantly higher ATP content when the majority of ATP is derived via the mitochondria ([@B25]). However, evidence also indicates that galactose-cultured cells have a considerably lower ATP content than glucose-cultured counterparts ([@B21]). Nevertheless, regardless of the absolute starting ATP concentration in these cells, the regulation of the PMCA by ATP is complex ([@B38]) and can be dynamically regulated by \[Mg^2+^\]*~i~*, \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~*, calmodulin, and the phospholipid composition of the plasma membrane ([@B39], [@B40]). Therefore, the absolute ATP threshold at which the PMCA activity is affected in living cells is unknown and likely more complex than originally thought based on cell-free assays.

In addition to its absolute ATP sensitivity, the source and spatial distribution of ATP production (glycolysis *versus* mitochondria) may also impact on the vulnerability of the PMCA to metabolic inhibition. In human erythrocytes, glycolytic enzymes form a complex at the plasma membrane in close proximity to cation pumps ([@B41], [@B42]). Moreover, a supply of glycolytic substrates has been shown to maintain PMCA activity in porcine smooth muscle ([@B43]), and this endogenous glycolytic ATP supply was preferentially utilized for \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* transport instead of ATP supplemented exogenously ([@B44]). It is therefore tempting to speculate that a submembrane glycolytic metabolon may provide a privileged supply of glycolytically derived ATP to the PMCA in PDAC. In this study, a modest but significant decrease in \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* clearance rates was observed during the second influx/clearance phase in control KIC and galactose cells. It is likely that ATP is rapidly consumed by the PMCA under the conditions of our *in situ* \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* clearance assay, and in light of the aforementioned previous studies, it is tempting to speculate that this decrease in PMCA rate may reflect the lack of a rapid ATP supply from a submembrane glycolytic cascade and the relatively slow diffusion of ATP from mitochondria. Nevertheless, these cells could still recover \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~*, suggesting that, although rate-limiting for the PMCA, mitochondrial ATP production is sufficient to maintain \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* homeostasis.

Taken together, this study supports the notion that glycolytic inhibitors induce PMCA inhibition in PDAC cells due to profound ATP depletion. Moreover, the shift in metabolism observed in galactose- and KIC-cultured cells and their resistance to IAA strongly suggests that PMCA activity and \[Ca^2+^\]*~i~* homeostasis in PDAC are critically reliant on glycolytic ATP specifically when the glycolytic rate is high. As such, this may be a specific vulnerability of PDAC cells. We propose that the glycolytic ATP supply to the PMCA in PDAC could represent a cancer-specific weakness that could be exploited therapeutically, and it may be an effective strategy for selectively targeting highly glycolytic PDAC tumors.
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